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Electrosurgical Generator Delivers Precise
Performance With the Push of a Button
The confusion and frustration associated with electrosurgical generators are now a
thing of the past with the availability of Megadyne’s Mega Power&#153
Electrosurgical Generator. Easy set up, intuitive use, and provides the consistent
and flawless performance electrosurgery demands.
Preset power mode settings, large displays and push button control make
Megadyne’s Mega Power&#153 Electrosurgical Generator easy and intuitive to use.
The Mega Power features an advanced cutting effect (ACE) mode for scalpel-like
cutting to minimize thermal necrosis for reduced scarring, and Constant Control
Technology&#153 that automatically monitors tissue impedance and adjusts power
output to reduce tissue drag for a clean, accurate cutting effect at the lowest
possible settings. The Mega Power is compatible with the Mega Soft&#153 reusable
patient electrode, Mega Vac Plus&#153 Smoke Evacuator system, E-Z Clean&reg
nonstick pencils and tips or with accessories from other manufacturers.
Additional features of the Mega Power include:
&#149 Large displays that are
easy to read, even from a distance
&#149 Previous power setting and mode
recall and quick scroll for power adjustments
&#149 Two-year warranty
“The simple elegance and intuitive nature of our design will allow the nursing staff
to focus on patient care, rather than focusing on the machinery,” said Michael
Hintze, vice president of marketing at Megadyne. “As with all of our products, we
asked our customers what they would like to see in a Generator and then used the
very latest in technology to develop a machine that would not only meet, but
exceed their expectations.”
Megadyne's Mega Power Electrosurgical Generator is available now. With Mega
Power, Megadyne is a full line electrosurgery provider, offering the latest
technology in everything from a generator to electrosurgery tools. For more
information visit megadyne.com or call 800-747-6110.
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